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Let’s Meet in Nepantla: The Possibility of Thirdspace
as a Place “Others” Call Home
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This autoethnography posits that my presence as a working-class Chicana obtaining an education in
the United States consequently created a Thirdspace environment I recognize as Nepantla. Thirdspace
allowed me to navigate urban schooling and elite institutions of higher education. Two narratives
demonstrate opposing forms of acquired dominant and nondominant forms of cultural capital to inter-
rogate the value of Thirdspace when considering unique knowledge generated by an insider along
the margins. This article articulates that strategic construction of bridges into Nepantla may assist
Latino students to successfully navigate the schooling experience and offer the potential to reframe
educational discourse.
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This autoethnography considers how my presence as a working-class Chicana being educated in
the United States created a Thirdspace environment that allowed me to navigate urban schooling
as well elite institutions of higher education. The experience of occupying profoundly different
home and school spaces set off continual interplays between center and periphery, provoking
and creating subtle disruptions—or opportunities—as Third World feminists propose (Moraga &
Anzaldúa, 1981). The filtering process that took place in Thirdspace enabled me to create path-
ways, or bridges, out of dissonant stages. I use autoethnography to demonstrate the construction
of these bridges in two ordinary acts of my urban educational experience and my working-class
immigrant home life. I maintain that Thirdspace is Nepantla, an intimate in-between space with
multiple, overlapping connections fraught with psychic and emotional borderlands (Anzaldúa,
2002) that create opportunities to interrogate educational practices. Transiting between these
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spaces served to emphasize the shifts in “spatial praxis, transformation of (spatial) knowledge
into (spatial) action in a field of unevenly developed (spatial) power” (Soja, 1996, p. 31), thereby
revealing to me the pathway that successfully propelled me through my diverse educational paths.

AUTOETHNOGRAPHY: MY METHODOLOGICAL HOME

Autoethnography is a methodological tool for making sense of educational inequality. I use
the term as it was meant to be, “cultural-level studies by anthropologists of their ‘own
people’, in which the researcher is a full insider by virtue of being ‘native,’ acquiring an inti-
mate familiarity with the group, or achieving full membership in the group being studied”
(Ellis, 2004, p. 38). Autoethnography can be defined as the union of “autobiography, story
of one’s own life, with ethnography, the study of a particular social group” (Reed-Danahay,
1997, p. 6). Autoethnography underscores my own experience in a culture to gaze at our
culture and ourselves, allowing me to highlight the connections between being schooled in
an immigrant working-class environment and the concurrent development of my Nepantla.
By using autoethnography I expect to contribute to a more grounded theoretical understanding of
Thirdspace as a way to build strategic bridges for other Latino students.

CONCEPTUALIZING THIRDSPACE

According to Thirdspace scholars (Lefebvre, 1974/1991; Soja, 1996), location is the founda-
tion that houses our social interactions. Conjuring Thirdspace as a dwelling correlates to the
ways in which U.S. Third World feminists describe similar locations (Córdova, Cantú, Cárdenas,
Garcia, & Sierra, 1986; hooks, 1984; Moraga & Anzaldúa, 1981; Sandoval, 2009). As it is often
articulated as a bridge for the “house of difference” (Sandoval, 1998, p. 358) or an in-between
state like Nepantla (Anzaldúa, 2002), I determined that I was already intimately familiar with
Thirdspace. But how are first and second spaces conceptualized? Artiles (2003) described first
space as “surface appearances” (p. 188), the superficial understanding of space as in the physical
and perceived realms. Second space entails conceptualizations of “representations of power and
ideology, of control and surveillance” (Artiles, 2003, p. 189). I have lived my life in first space
as a woman of color, daughter of immigrant parents, subjected to racism and classism that made
existing power relations among different groups of people so clearly evident for me in second
space. I found myself trying to make sense of my place in society in Thirdspace, my Nepantla.

It is interesting that Third World feminists were not the only ones theorizing the notion of
Thirdspace. Scholars (Soja, 1971, 1996; Soja & Hooper, 1993) reflecting on Lefebvre’s work
contemplated a similar understanding of spatiality that women of color were already engaged
in. For instance, Soja, from hooks’s book Yearning (hooks, 1990), centered on the concept of
spatiality as the “space of radical openness” and elaborated on “a purposeful peripheralness,
a strategic positioning that disorders, disrupts, and transgresses the center-periphery relation-
ship itself” (Soja, 1996, p. 84). Lefebvre viewed Thirdspace as an opportunity to concretize “the
immediate, the routine, the seemingly trivial events of everyday living” (Soja, 1996, p. 40).

The perspective of capturing the trivial is encouraging for someone who has lived in these
peripheries, soaking in the collisions of the first and second spaces nestled alongside the third.
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Thirdspace compels me to consider the ways in which our location as people of color becomes
intricately connected to educational institutions, “othering” dominant discourses in the pro-
cess, fracturing dominant discourses simply by occupying space(s) within them. These fractures
cause constructive disruptions that contain elements of transformation that facilitate opportuni-
ties to navigate educational institutions. Soja (1996), speaking about the role of fragmentation
in Thirdspace, explained it as a potential for transformative political strength (p. 99), whereas
Anzaldúa (2002) similarly asserted that it is a space that leads us to conocimiento (enlighten-
ment). As I experienced the collisions of the trivial and mundane events of educational practice,
I witnessed practices that led me to see how I/students became “othered.” Thus, as a student
of color in American schools, second space was rendered visible to me. The representations of
the ways in which power played out in the physical first space of schools put me in a position
that allowed me to consider another avenue with which to understand conflicting incidents. I pro-
pose that scholars of color, as representatives of “embodied others,” function to serve as active
agents who carry with them the potential to contribute to the fragmentation and reinvention of
educational spaces.

FROM THIRDSPACE TO NEPANTLA: THE INTIMACY OF OUR DISMEMBERED
HOME

Moraga appropriately declared, “Real change happens at the most intimate level” (Ikas, 2002,
p. 162). What can be more intimate than the place we call home? There resides the simultaneity
of the physical, the mental, the concrete, and the abstract (Kahn, 2000) elements that are located
within the tortoise shell that metaphorically encompasses the setting of our home. If the goal is
to bring educational justice to the communities I live in, then I am obligated to personally reflect
on those aspects of my schooling and family experiences in order to consider possibilities for
strategic navigation by other Latino students. Our home is said to be a space of dismemberment,
a state of being as a result of the cracks brought on by “suffering and pain through struggle”
(hooks, 1990, p. 153). The contradictory feelings experienced by hooks (1990) are the result
of multiple intersectionalities: a wholly intimate space that deserves attention. These multiple
intersectionalities are understood in this mythical story drawn by Anzaldúa (Ikas, 2002) as she
labeled the concept of Thirdspace as yet another form of mestizaje (miscegenation). “In my eyes,
it is a privilege to be a prieta (dark-skinned woman),” for prietas, according to Anzaldúa, “have
access to other worlds through these cracks” (p. 13). Anzaldúa named these spaces Nepantla:

Nepantla . . . is a Nahualt word for the space between two bodies of water, the space between two
worlds . . . you are in a kind of transition . . . Nepantla is a way of reading the world. You see behind
the veil, and you see the scraps. Also, it is a way of creating knowledge and writing a philosophy, a
system that explains the world . . . you feel like you are living in the midst of chaos . . . My symbol
of that is Coyolxauhqui the moon goddess, who was dismembered by her brother Huitzilopochtli.
The art of composition—whether you are composting a work of fiction or your life, or whether you
are composing reality—always means pulling off fragmented pieces and putting them together into a
whole that makes sense. (Ikas, 2002, pp. 13–14)

The process of dismemberment is a perpetual state to experience as we leave behind aspects
of ourselves and our experiences in order to pick up others as we collide with those in similar
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transitory stages. Unlike Anzaldúa, Soja (1996) insisted that Thirdspace is not an in-between
state; rather, the interactions between the center and periphery are a state that contributes to an
atmosphere of “metaphilosophy,” a position that focus on the aspect of “moving beyond” (Soja,
1996, p. 31). Creating an atmosphere of metaphilosophies for Soja drives us to take action as we
identity and create appropriate paths, whereas Anzaldúa’s ongoing relationship with the center
and periphery dismember us in order to reconstitute ourselves as a political approach to “moving
beyond.” So it stands that I write here, in Nepantla, there is no other way to identify the ways
in which I filtered my educational experiences contrasting dominant and nondominant forms of
cultural capital while occupying Thirdspace.

MY STORIES: CATEGORIZING DOMINANT AND NONDOMINANT
FORMS OF CULTURAL CAPITAL

There is no better way to describe the “geopolitical border crossing” (Mayorga, 2001, p. 156)
that emerged in my role as a transgressor of dominant forms of cultural capital than with the
relationship with my teachers/mentors Cannon and his partner, Sandy.1 I met them as a sixth
grader entering middle school. I was their go-between and note passer as their own friendship
grew into a budding illicit affair. This early mentorship had profound effects on my ability to
negotiate and acquire valued forms of dominant social and cultural capital.

Bourdieu (2001) described cultural capital as the experiences, social and economic networks,
and knowledge acquired by groups of people that enable them to prosper over other groups who
seemingly have less valuable or unrecognized forms of cultural capital. My stories capture the
nuanced manner in which I acquired cultural capital. I situate my narratives within Bourdieu’s
(2001) categories of cultural capital: (a) embodied and (b) objectified (p. 100). The embodied
state is a way of being displayed in language, style, and personal preferences. This state assumes
“cultural competence” (p. 100), fluency in the acquired standards of these understood values.
In the objectified state, cultural capital is presented as if it were an arbitrary form that normal-
izes stratified distinctions through material objects that may include “valued literature as canon,
stories, music, dance forms, and art, and the sites and means by which these are made available,
such as respected museums, libraries, etc,” (Olneck, 2000, p. 320).

The first autoethnographic story demonstrates the manner in which the relationship with my
mentors unfolded, gifting me with embodied and objectified forms of cultural capital, whereas
the second story provides a stark contrast through my working-class lifestyle at home with my
parents acquiring nondominant forms of cultural capital that resulted in a resilient student identity.

Developing Cultural Capital: Sharpened Pencils and Stories in Room 710

I met up with Cannon and Sandy at the neglected garden during recess away from the rest of the
overcrowded school. I sat beside Cannon waiting for the news. Reaching into the inner pocket of
his sturdy leather vest he pulled out a Gauloise and lit it.

“Well?” I asked.

1Names have been changed.
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Cannon took a long, slow drag and exhaled before pointing the cigarette in my face. “You’ll
be ready each morning at 5:30.” Cannon was not supposed to be smoking on campus.

“But school doesn’t start until 7:30!” I protested.
He laughed, shoving the pack of cigarettes back into his vest pocket. “You’ll be reading plenty

of novels in Sandy’s class. Besides, you’ve always wanted to write your own novel.”
The next morning and every weekday morning thereafter, Cannon swung by my house at 5:30.

I would already be sitting outside on the cold porch waiting to see his old white Volkswagen cough
its way into our driveway. I’d run back inside the house and say goodbye to my mother, who only
a couple of hours ago was making lunch for my dad before he left for work.

“Good morning!” he boomed as he dropped a bag containing a huge chocolate donut on my
lap every morning. I only managed to mumble back incoherencies. He unlocked the school’s gate
and we walked silently across the blacktop to Room 710.

I pulled out my brand new notebook and arranged the sharpened pencils on my desk—just like
I had seen Cannon do so many times before starting his own work.

Cannon made his way to the heater and with a flip of his wrist made it come to life. He put
on a pot of coffee, opened up his own book, swung his feet onto the desk, and began reading,
or rather continued reading. I had spent enough time with them to witness how Cannon went to
bed at 7 p.m. only to wake up at 1 a.m. He would retreat silently into his study to read or write.
Nothing disturbed his routine, not even the passing years.

When their friends asked what I was writing, I didn’t hesitate to explain that it was a science
fiction novel, stressing the science fiction part to appear smart. “It’s science fiction?” Sandy asked
one day, surprised. “I didn’t know that. Let’s take her to the University of California, Irvine,
bookstore on Saturday. I think I saw a decent science fiction selection out there last time we all
visited.”

That same weekend we visited the bookstore and Isaac Asimov became my new best friend.
Soon I was nearing the 100-page mark after a year of consistent early morning writing. Who
knows if the story was any good? No one was judging.

At Home Calentando las Tortillas (Warming Up the Tortillas)

“No mija (daughter), don’t stab the egg, gently thread the needle through the sock,” Mom called
from the stove, overseeing my feeble attempts to sew. “You’re going to break the egg.”

My only pair of shoes had a large hole the size of a silver dollar, which meant that all
my socks developed equally big holes. Mom taught me the trick of slipping an egg into the
sock so that I could mend it. Money was always tight, and replacing them would have been
impossible.

“Well, I need to hurry, madre (mother), Dad will be home soon. Look.” I showed her my work,
frustrated that I did not have her expert and graceful manner when it came to mending anything.

“Practice later. ¡Mira la hora! (Look at the time!) Put the sewing kit away.” Mom insisted that
Dad not see the state of our clothes so as not to bother him with more troubles.

“Then I’ll take this stuff to my room,” I said.
“I need you to warm the tortillas, don’t try to wrangle out of it!”
I dropped my socks on the floor and pulled out my shoes from under my bed. I stood there

staring at the size of the hole on the right shoe. You’re going to make me even more unpopular,
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I told my shoe, dropping it in favor of a pair of big scissors. I struggled to cut the thick, unruly
cardboard. I cut two extra pieces of cardboard and put them in my backpack—just in case I
needed to switch it out during the day.

“¡Apurate!” (Hurry!) Mom called out.
I reluctantly got up and thought about how best to accomplish walking without having to show

the soles of my hole-y shoes. I can always drag my right foot ever so slightly so that those walking
behind me won’t notice . . .

“¡Esas tortillas te estan esperando!” (Those tortillas are waiting for you!)
I greeted my mom with an evil look on my face. “¿Donde esta el comal?” (Where is the

griddle?)
“Already on the stove, it’s warmed up now.” She glared at me, pointing to the tortillas.
I plopped three tortillas on the comal and waited a few seconds. I tried to flip the tortilla with

my fingers; they got stuck to the hot comal, successfully burning me. “This is crazy!” I reached
over to the sink and grabbed a table knife. I flipped them over one by one.

“With a knife?” my oldest sister was aghast and all too eager to tattle. “You don’t turn tortillas
over with a knife! What are you, a White girl?” She laughed as she rummaged through a nearby
drawer, pulling out a spatula. “Here, the knife won’t cut it, flip them with this!”

“¿Con cuchillio, mija?” (With a knife, daughter?) The disappointment in Mom’s voice did
not go unnoticed—First my awful sewing, I thought, and now this. Mom might as well have
plunged the dinner knife into my bleeding heart when she said, “You’re no Mexican woman!”
She laughed, reaching across from me, scraping each tortilla with her expert fingers from the hot
comal. She placed them on the folded towel and smirked. “No self-respecting Mexican man will
marry you if you use a knife to turn las tortillas, mija!”

FILTERING DIVERGENT EXPERIENCES IN NEPANTLA

The navigations between my working-class immigrant Mexican home culture and more dominant
forms of cultural capital acquired alongside my teachers during their 20-plus years of mentorship
were not mutually exclusive travels. It would have been challenging psychologically and emo-
tionally had I tried to construct rigid structural locations for both of these distinct forms of living
and behaving. Nepantla severed to filter the contradictory forms these two cultural spaces pro-
duced. I informally learned about “hierarchical ordering” (Soja, 1971, p. 4) between my home’s
cultural capital and that of my mentors—certainly a worthy lesson on the politics of space at a
very young age.

Nepantla served as the place to house diverse forms of capital and allowed me to live with
the contradictions as a natural response to incompatibility. Categorizing diverse forms of capital
became a useful way to filter feelings of dissonance experienced by these shifts. The filtering
process demonstrates my own forms of semantic elasticity, the vagueness that “provides a basis
for the plurality of world views, itself linked to the plurality of points of view” (Bourdieu, 1985,
p. 728). I forged the events of both “concerted cultivation” and the “accomplishment of natural
growth” (Lareau, 2003, p. 1) to reinvent a successful student. Concerted cultivation, as my men-
tors engaged in, is a middle-class social practice that includes a “deliberate and sustained effort
to stimulate children’s development and to cultivate their cognitive and social skills” (p. 238).
In contrast, the accomplishment of natural growth describes poor and working-class parents’
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views on child development. Factors of natural growth include providing “comfort, food, shelter,
and other basic support” (p. 238), ultimately allowing the child to develop spontaneously.

From this perspective, the development of dominant forms of cultural capital included the
semi-inherited socialization of middle-class experiences that consisted of explicit concerted cul-
tivation. I participated in consistent book readings followed by formal discussions with formally
educated White adults, often being the only child and brown body in the room. From the begin-
ning, my mentors encouraged my writing, not because I exemplified any sort of proficiency in it,
but because as educated radical White folks they emphasized the importance of making my voice
heard through the act of writing and storytelling.

My parents did not question my relationship with my mentors until I completed my under-
graduate studies. In the early years, they were polite and humble toward the maestros (teachers),
sending Sandy homemade tamales to show their appreciation. But after my undergraduate expe-
rience, my parents were more vocal. They were feeling the sting of my own developing ideas,
often because these ideas were in direct contrast to their own conservative values. The extent of
their influence was unveiled to my father when my mother brought him along to help her clean
my mentor’s house one morning. My mother cleaned their house on a weekly basis to make extra
money. My father wandered into Cannon’s study, standing there in the middle of the room look-
ing at the endless volumes of books on the shelves lining the walls—an impressive collection
indeed. In my father’s eyes I was brainwashed; the evidence was the Marxist titles he read from
the book spines my mother forced him to dust.

In subsequent conversations with my father I tried to convey that it was he who had origi-
nally cultivated my ideological orientation. How could he not, I insisted? Most of my father’s
working life was spent in a metal plating factory. Through him, I came to understand his emo-
tional and physical toll of being a man of color, a non-English-speaking factory worker in this
country. I paid close attention to the stories he shared about his workplace while I helped him
change out of his work boots into comfortable slippers. I tattooed my father’s work scent, the
chemical stench impregnated into his skin that no amount of soap and water could eradicate.
My father’s experiences—and not my mentor’s plush middle-class lifestyle surrounded by revo-
lutionary books—generated the seed of dissent in my attitudes toward the inequality our family
experienced growing up in this country. I was ripe for the fragmentation in Nepantla.

CONCLUSION: DWELLING IN NEPANTLA

Upon these distinctive forms of capital, I emerged from Nepantla as a competent cultural straddler
(Carter, 2006): a student who understood the advantages of acquiring multiple forms of cultural
capital. The manner in which I position these contradictions frames the chaos as a key character-
istic of living in the borderland(s). This chaos shapes our conocimiento, developing the ability to
“see behind the veil” (Ikas, 2002, p. 14) of the human transactions at home versus school.

Having been a working-class Latina and later a high school teacher in urban schools, I assert
that students who fall short of assimilating dominant forms of cultural capital are catalogued as
an unteachable group who are left to fail. However, if students are taught to identify and navigate
the intersectionalities of their educational position(s), they may be in a better location to cultivate
their conocimiento against practices that negate and degrade their daily experiences as Latinos.
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The lack of bridges leading students into their Nepantla is an aspect of identity development
in Latino students that must be addressed. Soja (1971) commented on the political effects of
spatial interactions on individuals’ behavior as an “essential characteristic of organizing human
society” (p. 6). Considering the bridge that cultivates these spatial interactions, how might schools
construct a space for students of color as they struggle with the dismemberment of their identity?
Students are not taught how to handle their cultural and educational intersectionalities, but schools
continue to value the role of assimilation as an unconscious way for students of color to settle
the dissonance of their schooling experience. For students engaged in a perpetual state of chaos,
their inability to feel connected to their educational environment results in an unwillingness to
confront the schooling challenges.

As an anomaly in educational research, my goal has been to use Thirdspace as a theoretical
location to understand conflicting cultural intersectionalities and to offer a perspective from the
margins in order to humanize Nepantla. I do this in order to illuminate the ways in which these
collisions take place to create locations where houses of difference build bridges that will enable
students to acquire a meta-knowledge related to spatiality that may aid them in their educational
experiences. This, too, is also an invitation for us all to dwell in Nepantla.
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